Abstract. Ordered Choice Logic Programming (OCLP) allows for dynamic preference-based decision-making with multiple alternatives without the need for any form of negation. This complete absence of negation does not weaken the language as both forms (classical and as-failure) can be intuitively simulated in the language and eliminated using a simple pre-processor, making it also an easy language for users less familiar with logic programming. The semantics of the language is based on the preference between alternatives, yielding both a skeptical and a credulous approach. In this paper we demonstrate how OCLPs can be translated to semi-negative logic programs such that, depending on the transformation, the answer sets of the latter correspond with the skeptical/credulous answer sets of the former. By providing such a mapping, we have a mechanism for implementing OCLP using answer set solvers like Smodels or dlv. We end with a discussion of the complexity of our system and the reasoning tasks it can perform.
Introduction
Examining human reasoning, we find that people often use preference, order or defaults for making decisions: "I prefer this dish", "This colour goes better with the interior", "This item costs more", "In general, the human heart is positioned at the left". When faced with conflicting information, one tends to make decisions that prefer an alternative corresponding to more reliable, more complete, more preferred or more specific information. When modelling knowledge or non-monotonic reasoning via computer programs, it is only natural to incorporate such mechanisms.
In recent years several proposals for the explicit representation of preference in logic programming formalisms have been put forward. [19, 18] are just two examples.
Systems that support preferences find applications in various domains such as law, object orientation, scheduling, model based diagnosis and configuration tasks. However, most approaches use preferences only when the models have already been computed, i.e. decisions have already been made, or only support preferences between rules with opposite (contradictory) consequences, thus statically limiting the number of alternatives of a decision.
We propose a formalism ( [16] ), called ordered choice logic programming, that enables one to dynamically reason about situation-dependent decisions involving multiple alternatives. The dynamics of this system is demonstrated by the following example.
Example 1. Buying a laptop computer involves a compromise between what is desirable and what is affordable. Take, for example, the choice between a CD, CDRW or DVD drive. The CD is the cheaper option. On the other hand, for a laptop, a DVD drive may be more useful than a CD writer. If the budget is large enough, one could even buy two of the devices. The above information leads one to consider two possible situations.
-With a smaller budget, a DVD-player is indicated, while -with a larger budget, one can order both a DVD-player and a CD-writer.
To allow this kind of reasoning, a program consists of a (strict) partially ordered set of components containing choice rules (rules with exclusive disjunction in the head). Information flows from less specific components to the more preferred ones until a conflict among alternatives arises, in which case the most specific one will be favoured. The situation becomes less clear when two alternatives are equally valued or are unrelated. The decision in this case is very situation dependent: a doctor having a choice between two equally effective cures has to make a decision, while you better remain indecisive when two of your friends have an argument! To allow both types of intuitive reasoning, two semantics are introduced: a credulous and a more skeptical one.
OCLP provides an elegant and intuitive way of representing and dealing with decisions. People with little or no experience with non-monotonic reasoning can easily relate to it, due to the absence of negation. This absence of negation does not restrict the language in any way, as both types (classic and as-failure) can easily be simulated. When users insist they can use negation, a simple pre-processor can then be used to remove it while maintaining the semantics.
In computer science, having a nice theory alone is not enough; one also needs to be able to apply it. The aim of this paper is to provide the theoretical foundations for an implementation.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility for building an OCLP front-end for answer set solvers. Smodels ( [20] ), developed at Helsinki University of Technology, and dlv ( [26] ), created at the Technical University of Vienna and the University of Calabria are currently the most popular ones. An initial implementation build on top of Smodels can be obtained from http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/∼mdv/oct/.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Section2 we continue with a short overview of the basic notions concerning choice logic programming, the language behind OCLP. Section 3 focuses on the introduction of OCLP with its skeptical and credulous answer set semantics. Section 4 deals with two mapping of OCLPs to seminegative logic programs allowing answer set solvers to work with OCLP. We also take a closer look at the complexity of the proposed mappings. These transformations, one for each semantics, can then serve as a theoretical model for our front-end. We investigate various ways how we could, implementation wise, improve them. Furthermore, we introduce an initial implementation, called OCT, which computes both types of answer sets on top of Smodels. When explaining the theoretical aspects of both OCLP and the mappings we always considered our programs to be grounded. At the end of the section, we have a closer look at the technical issues that arise when we extend to the non-grounded case with a finite Herbrand Universe. In Section 6, we investigate the complexity and the expressive power of our language. We end this paper with a discussion on the relations with other approaches (Section 7) and directions for future research (Section 8).
Choice Logic Programming
Choice logic programs [15] represent decisions by interpreting the head of a rule as an exclusive choice between alternatives.
Formally, a Choice Logic Program [15] , CLP for short, is a countable set of rules of the form A ← B where A and B are finite sets of ground atoms. Intuitively, atoms in A are assumed to be xor'ed together while B is read as a conjunction (note that A may be empty, i.e. constraints are allowed). The set A is called the head of the rule r, denoted H r , while B is its body, denoted B r . In examples, we use "⊕" to denote exclusive disjunction 1 , while "," is used to denote conjunction. The Herbrand base of a CLP P , denoted B P , is the set of all atoms that appear in P . An interpretation 2 is a subset of B P . A rule r in a CLP is said to be applicable w.r.t. an interpretation I if B r ⊆ I. Since we are modelling choice, we have that r is applied when r is applicable and 3 |H r ∩ I| = 1. A rule is satisfied if it is applied or not applicable. A model is defined in the usual way as a total interpretation that satisfies every rule. A model M is said to be minimal if there does not exist a model N such that N ⊂ M .
Ordered Choice Logic Programming
An ordered choice logic program (OCLP) is a collection of choice logic programs, called components, which are organised in a strict partial order 4 that represents some preference criterion (e.g. specificity, reliability, . . . ).
Definition 1.
An Ordered Choice Logic Program, or OCLP, is a pair C, ≺ where C is a finite set of choice logic programs, called components, and "≺" is a strict pointed partial order on C. 1 The exclusive disjunction used here is stronger than the one used in classic propositional logic.
Here we assume that a⊕b⊕c can only be true iff exactly one atom is true. The same statement in classical logic is also true when all three atoms are true. 2 In this paper we only work with total interpretations: each atom from the Herbrand base is either true or false. Bearing this in mind, it suffices to mention only those atoms which can be considered true. 3 For a set X, we use |X| do denote its cardinality. 4 A relation R on a set A is a strict partial order iff R is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. R is pointed if an element a ∈ A exists such that aRb for all b ∈ A. For two components C 1 , C 2 ∈ C, C 1 ≺C 2 implies that C 1 is preferred over C 2 . Throughout the examples, we will often represent an OCLP P by means of a directed acyclic graph (dag) in which the nodes represent the components and the arcs the ≺-relation, where arcs point from smaller (more preferred) to larger (less preferred) components.
Example 2. The decision problem from the introduction (Example 1) can easily be written as an OCLP, as shown in Figure 1 . The rules in components P 1 , P 2 and P 3 express the preferences in case of a small budget. The rules in P 4 express the intention to buy/configure a laptop and, because of this, a decision about its various devices should be made. In component P 5 , the first rule states the possibility of a larger budget. If so, the two remaining rules allow the purchase of both a DVD-player and a CD-writer. Definition 2. Let P be an OCLP. We use P to denote the CLP that contains all the rules appearing in (a component of) P . We assume that rules in P are labelled by the component from which they originate and we use c(r) to denote the component 5 of r. The Herbrand base B P of P is defined by B P = B P . An interpretation for P is any interpretation of P . We say that a rule r in P is applicable w.r.t. an interpretation I iff B r ⊆ I; r is applied w.r.t. I iff r is applicable and |H r ∩ I| = 1.
Example 3. For the OCLP in Example 2, the sets I = {dvd player ,small }, J = {laptop,cd writer ,small } , K = {laptop,dvd player ,small } and L = {dvd player , larger ,cd writer , cd player ,laptop} are all interpretations. The interpretation I makes the rule small ⊕ larger ← applied while the applicable rule cd writer ← is not applied.
Facing a decision means making an exclusive choice between the various alternatives which are available. If we want OCLP to model/solve decision problems we need a mechanism for representing them. In a CLP, decisions are generated by so-called choice rules i.e. rules with multiple head atoms. For OCLP, we can do something similar as long as we also take the preference order into account. We want to make sure that we leave the option open to overrule the exclusiveness of a choice when in more preferred components multiple alternatives are suggested (e.g. Example 1). Hence we say that an atom a is an alternative for an atom b in a component C if an applicable rule exists in a component at least as preferred as C containing both a and b in its head.
Definition 3.
Let I be an interpretation of an OCLP P = C, ≺ with C ∈ C. The set of alternatives in C for an atom a ∈ B P w.r.t. I, denoted Ω I C (a), is defined as 6 : Ω I C (a) = {b | ∃r ∈ P · c(r) C ∧ B r ⊆ I ∧ a, b ∈ H r with a = b} .
Example 4. Reconsider Example 3. The alternatives for cd rom in P 2 w.r.t. J are Ω J P2 (cd rom) = {dvd player , cd writer }. W.r.t. I, we obtain Ω I P2 (cd rom) = ∅, since the choice rule in P 4 is not applicable. When we take P 5 instead of P 2 , we obtain w.r.t. J: Ω J P5 (cd rom) = ∅.
Given the alternatives in a certain context (a component and an interpretation), one naturally selects that alternative that is motivated by a more preferred rule, thus defeating the rule(s) suggesting less preferred alternatives. However, if alternatives appear in the same or unrelated components, two approaches are possible: using a skeptical strategy, one would refrain from making a decision, i.e. not selecting any of the various alternatives, while a credulous setting suggests an arbitrary choice of one of the alternatives. For both types of reasoning one can think of situations where one approach works while the other gives an incorrect, unintuitive outcome. Skeptical reasoning is practiced in American law when a jury cannot come to a unanimous decision. An example of credulous reasoning is the decision a goal-keeper faces in football when trying to stop a penalty. To accommodate this problem, we introduce a semantics for both types of reasoning. From a skeptical viewpoint, we say that rule is defeated if one can find a better, more preferred alternative for each of its head atoms.
Definition 4. Let I be an interpretation for an OCLP
Example 5. Reconsider Example 3. The rule cd rom ← is defeated w.r.t. J by the rule cd writer ← . The rule cd rom ⊕ cd writer ⊕ dvd player ← is defeated w.r.t. L by the combination of the rules dvd player ← larger and cd writer ← larger .
Example 6. Consider the OCLP {P
Given the interpretation {b}, the rule r : a ← is not defeated. The atom a has one alternative, i.e. b, thanks to the applicable choice rule in component P 2 . However, examining the more preferred components of c(r) = P 1 , we cannot find any rule having b in the head.
Just as for the skeptical semantics we need to define an appropriate defeating strategy for our credulous approach. An obvious way of doing so consists of simply dropping the condition that an alternative should be found in a more preferred component. Unfortunately, this leads to unintuitive results. To avoid this, we need to make sure that credulous defeaters are not only applicable, but also applied. 6 is the reflexive closure of ≺.
Definition 5. Let I be an interpretation for an OCLP
Note that this definition allows the rules r to come from a more preferred, the same or unrelated component. At first sight one might think that a situation could occur where r = r . However, this is impossible as an atom can never be considered an alternative of itself.
Example 7.
While the skeptical approach makes it impossible to have the rule a ← in Example 6 defeated w.r.t. {b}, the credulous semantics can.
For our model semantics, both skeptical as credulous, rules that are not satisfied (as for choice logic programs) must be (c-)defeated.
Definition 6. Let P be an OCLP. A total interpretation I is a skeptical/credulous model iff every rule in P is either not applicable, applied or (c-)defeated w.r.t. I. A skeptical/credulous model M is minimal iff M is minimal according to set inclusion, i.e. no skeptical/credulous model
Example 8. Reconsider the interpretations I, J, K and L from Example 3. Only K and L are skeptical/credulous models. Model L is not minimal due to the skeptical/credulous model Z = {dvd player ,cd writer ,laptop,larger }. The minimal skeptical/credulous models K and Z correspond to the intuitive outcomes of the problem.
Example 9. The program of Example 6 has no skeptical models but two credulous ones: {a}, {b}.
The next example illustrates that the skeptical/credulous model semantics does not always provide the appropriate solutions to the decision problem at hand.
Example 10.
Consider the ordered choice logic program P = {P 1 = {a ←}, P 2 = {b ←}, P 3 = {a⊕b ← c}, P 3 ≺P 2 ≺P 1 , where P has two minimal skeptical/credulous models: M = {b, c}, and N = {a, b}. Clearly, c is an unsupported assumption in M , causing P 3 to trigger an unwarranted choice between a and b.
We introduce an adaptation of the Gelfond-Lifschitz [23] and reduct ( [25] ) transformations to filter unintended (minimal) models containing unsupported atoms. This results in the skeptical/credulous answer set semantics.
Definition 7. Let M be a total interpretation for an OCLP
, is the CLP obtained from P by removing all (c-)defeated rules. M is called a skeptical (resp. credulous) answer set for P iff M is a minimal model 7 for P M (resp. P M c ). Although both answer set semantics produce models (skeptical or credulous ones) for the program, they differ in whether they produce minimal ones or not. Just as for answer sets of semi-negative logic programs, we find that skeptical answer sets are minimal skeptical models. For extended disjunctive logic programs, the answer set semantics is not minimal [25] . The same applies for credulous answer sets of ordered choice logic programs, as demonstrated by the following example.
Example 11. Consider the program
, while both interpretations are credulous answer sets for P . For M 1 , we have that P M1 c = {g ←; g ⊕ d ←; g ⊕ p ←} for which it can easily be verified that M 1 is a minimal model. The program P M2 c = {p ⊕ d ← ; g ⊕ p ←} has two minimal models: {p} and {g, d}. Note that M 2 is a credulous model because the c-defeater has become c-defeated, i.e. the justification in M 1 for c-defeating
Non-minimal credulous answer sets appear when the program contains inconsistencies on a decision level: in the above example the following choices have to be made: {p, d}, {g, p} and {g, d}. Because of the program's construction, one can choose either one or two alternatives and c-defeating will make the choice justifiable.
Implementation
For the last five years, answer set programming has gained popularity. One of the main forces behind this is the growing efficiency of answer solvers like smodels ( [20] ) and dlv ( [26] ).
In this section, we propose a mapping, for both semantics, to semi-negative logic programs. Since both answer set solvers support this type of programs, this would allow us to implement an OCLP front-end for them. In this section we will present an initial implementation designed to work on top of smodels. So far our efforts have been restricted to the grounded case, in the last part of this section we extend our approach to non-grounded programs.
The skeptical answer set semantics is based on the notion of defeat. If we want to map our formalism to a language which does not support this, we need a way to encode it. This implies anticipating which combinations of rules could be capable of defeating a rule and which ones are not.
The definition of defeating relies strongly on the notion of alternatives: rules can only be defeated by rules containing alternatives of the head atoms. Therefore, anticipating defeaters also implies predicting alternatives. According to Definition 3, b is an alternative of a in a component C if one can find an applicable choice rule as preferred as C containing both a and b in the head. This implies that even without an interpretation we can find out which atoms might be or could become alternatives; it only remains to be checked if the rule is applicable or not. These condition-based alternatives are referred to as possible future alternatives and are defined more formally below. Definition 8. Let P be an OCLP, C ∈ C be component of P and a ∈ B P . The set of possible future alternatives of a in C, denoted as
Example 12. Consider the OCLP P = {P 1 = {r 1 : a ←; r 2 : f ←}, P 2 = {r 3 :
It is easy to see that one can compute the possible future defeaters in one iteration of the program, making the process polynomial.
The next theorem demonstrates that alternatives can be expressed in terms of possible future alternatives. Theorem 1. Let P be an OCLP, C ∈ C be component of P , a ∈ B P and I an interpretation for P . Then,
Having these possible future alternatives allows us to detect possible future defeaters in much the same way as we detect standard defeaters ( Definition 4). The only extra bit we need is to collect all the conditions on the alternatives. This collection then acts as the condition for the defeating rule.
Definition 9. Let P be an OCLP, C ∈ C be component of P and a ∈ B P . The set of possible future defeaters of a in C, denoted as
The set of possible future defeaters of a rule r ∈ P , denoted as D P (r), is defined as
Having the possible future defeaters of an atom in a certain component, we can easily find that combination that can act as a possible future defeater of a rule in a certain component. We simply compute the set of possible future defeaters of each of the head atoms of this rule in this rule's component. The set of all possible permutations of choosing an element from each of these sets give us the possible future defeaters of our rule. In other words, we obtain a number of possible future defeaters of a rule equal to the product of the sizes of the sets of possible future defeaters for each of its head elements.
Example 13. When we look back to the program P of Example 12, we have that a has a one possible future defeater in P 1 as: D Computing all possible defeaters of an atom can be done by one pass of the program. Therefore, computing possibly defeaters of all atoms can be done in polynomial time. The possible future defeaters of a rule can be obtained in polynomial time. By their construction, the number of possible future defeaters is polynomial with respect to number of atoms in the program.
Clearly, possible future defeaters can be used for expressing interpretation-dependent defeaters. Proposition 1. Let P be an OCLP and let I be an interpretation for it. A rule r ∈ P is defeated w.r.t. I iff ∃(R, S) ∈ D P (r) · S ⊆ I, B r ⊆ I, ∀r ∈ R.
These possible future defeaters are the key to mapping OCLPs to semi-negative logic programs. We are only required to turn the information which makes possible future defeaters into defeaters, i.e. they have to be applicable, into a condition. To make this possible, we introduce for each non-constraint rule r in the program two new atoms: d r and a r . The former indicates that the rule r is defeated or not, while the truth value of the latter is an indicator of the applicability of the rule.
Definition 10. Let P be an OCLP. Then, the logic program 8 P ¬ is defined as follows:
Since constraints are not involved in the defeating process, we can simply copy them to the corresponding logic program. For the answer set semantics of ordered choice logic program, we need, among other things, that each applicable, undefeated rule admits exactly one head atom. Rules of type a) and d) make sure that the corresponding rules in the logic program do not violate this property. The rules of type b) indicate which original rules are applicable. The c)-rules are probably the most difficult ones. They express when a rule should or could be considered defeated. If we look at Theorem 1, we have a mechanism for relating possible future defeaters to actual defeaters. Given a possible future defeater (R, S) for a rule r , we simply have to make sure that all rules in R are applicable and that all atoms in S are true with respect to the current interpretation. With rules of type b), we can express the former using a r . Combining all of this, we can signal in the transformed program that a rule is defeated or not using a rule d r ← a r1 , . . . , a rn , S with r i ∈ R and n = |H r |. Whenever an answer set of the transformed program makes d r true, we know that the original rule r is defeated. The construction with rules of type b) makes sure that the reverse also holds.
Example 14.
The corresponding logic program P ¬ of the OCLP of Example 12 looks like:
The original OCLP of Example 12 has two skeptical answer sets, {f, d, b} and {f, c, a}, which correspond exactly with the two answer sets, {a r1 , a r2 , a r3 ,a r4 , a r5 , d r1 , f, d, b} and {a r1 , a r2 , a r4 , a r5 , f, c, a}, of P ¬ .
Because the transformation is based on possible future defeaters, it is easy to see that the transformation can be constructed in polynomial time, leading to only a polynomial increase of rules. Theorem 2. Let P be an OCLP and P ¬ be its corresponding logic program. Then, a one-to-one mapping exists between the skeptical answer sets M of P and the answer sets N of P ¬ in such a way that N = M ∪ {a r | ∃r ∈ P · |H r | ≥ 1, B r ⊆ M } ∪ {d r | ∃r ∈ P · r is defeated w.r.t. M }.
Credulous Mapping
To obtain the credulous answer set semantics for OCLPs, we propose a similar mapping to semi-negative logic programs. The only difference between the skeptical and the credulous semantics is the way they both handle defeat. For the credulous version, we need to make sure that we look for c-defeaters in all components which are not less preferred as the rule we wish to defeat. Furthermore, we have to make sure that cdefeaters are applied and not just applicable as is the case for defeaters. The former will be encoded by means of possible future c-defeaters while the latter will be translated in a different style of a r rules in the mapping.
The definition of possible future c-defeater is identical to the one of its skeptical counter-part except that it looks for rules in all components which are not less preferred.
Definition 11. Let P be an OCLP, C ∈ C be component of P and a ∈ B P . The set of possible future c-defeaters of a in C, denoted as
The set of possible future c-defeaters of a rule r ∈ P , denoted as F P (r), is defined as
Just as their sceptical counterparts, possible future c-defeaters can be obtained in polynomial time. Their number is also polynomial w.r.t. the number of atoms in the program.
Just as before, c-defeaters can be expressed in terms of possible future c-defeaters. Definition 12. Let P be an OCLP. Then, the logic program P c ¬ is defined as follows:
The credulous mapping is very similar to the skeptical one but there are a couple of subtle differences: an obvious difference is the use of possible future c-defeater instead of their skeptical counterparts (c-rules). The second change are the rules implying a r (b-rules). Previously they were used to indicate applicability, the necessary condition for the defeat. Since c-defeat works with applied defeaters, we need to make sure that a r is considered only true when r is applied. The less obvious change is the absence of the rules of type d). Since a rule can only be applied when one and only one head atom is considered true and because a r should only be considered true in this particular case, they no longer necessary.
This transformation can also be performed in polynomial time and results in a polynomial increase of rules.
Example 15. Reconsider the OCLP from Example 11. If we use the mapping from Definition 12, we obtain the following program:
The answer sets of this program correspond perfectly to the credulous answer sets of the original program. The newly introduced atoms make sure that the answer set semantics remains minimal while the credulous OCLP version is clearly not.
Theorem 4. Let P be an OCLP and P ¬ be its corresponding logic program. Then, a one-to-one mapping exists between the credulous answer sets M of P and the answer sets N of P ¬ in such a way that
N = M ∪ {a r | ∃r ∈ P · |H r | ≥ 1, B r ⊆ M, |H r ∩ M | = 1} ∪ {d r | ∃r ∈ P · r is c-defeated w.r.t. M } .
Using Answer Set Solvers
The transformations presented above give us the theoretical certainty that OCLP can be implemented on top of answer set solvers like Smodels ( [20] ), and dlv ( [26] ).
However, no attempt is made to make the mappings efficient, apart from assuring that they can be done in polynomial time. When actually implementing the system, we should take efficiency, both time as space wise, into account. New atoms and rules should only be created when necessary.
For example, if one of the head atoms of a rule does not have any alternatives relative to the component of the rule, there is hardly any point of mentioning d r , as no rule will be generated anyway. The same applies for the a r rules: if a rule does not stand the chance to be a (c-)defeater, then there is no point in defining it. Theoretically speaking, there is no need to introduce the atoms a r . One can easily incorporate the bodies into the rules describing the defeating conditions. Unfortunately, this makes the mapping harder to read and would, in the credulous case, create more rules of type d). For each defeater, one has to create rules to accommodate all the various ways this rule can be made applied. By using a r , one only needs to do this once, while without it one has to do this over and over again. For larger and more complex programs this can cause a serious overhead. In algorithmic form of the mappings, it would be best to start with generating the c)-rules. By doing so, one can immediate tell which a r rules are necessary and whether notd r should be included in the corresponding rule or not.
An other time/space saving point is the effective usage of the various constructs provided by the answer set solver at hand. The disjunctive rules used by dlv can help us to reduce the number of rules, by simply replacing the a)-rules with a single disjunctive rule. Unfortunately, this measure does not eliminate the need for the constraints, assuring that each applicable rule is made applied by a single true head atom. Smodels on the other hand provides us with a mechanism of writing all shifted rules and the corresponding constraints as a single rule using their special choice construct.
Example 16.
Reconsider the OCLP mentioned in Example 12. If we only take into account the special construct provided my smodels, we obtain the following program:
By taken all the other rule and atom saving measures into account, we obtain:
Implementation an OCLP Front-end to Smodels
To demonstrate the theoretical mapping and to serve as a basis for future experiments and research a simple language was developed to allow OCLP to be processed by computer. A compiler 9 was created to parse the input language and interface into the Smodels( [20] ) API which was then used to compute the answer sets. The compiler OCT is available under the GPL ("open source") from http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/∼mdv/oct/.
Example 17. The OCLP from Figure 2 can be very easily written as an input file for the oct-compiler:
Here compiler is used in the broader sense of an automated computer language translation system rather than traditional procedural to machine code system.
Fig. 2. The OCT program of Example 17
Definitions 10 and 12 give us a theoretical basis for a program to convert OCLPs in semi-negative logic programs but a few changes and optimisations are necessary before we have an effective algorithm for converting and solving OCLPs. All optimisations available in oct are based on the information obtained from the mapping and none use any special constructs provided by Smodels. This allows for the usage of OCT on top of any other answer set solver. Two types of optimisations are provided: intra-transform and inter-transform. The former are carried out during the transformation of OCLP to LP on a one rule basis, the latter are recursively applied between rules after the initial mapping. More information on the various information techniques can be found in [5] . When we allow for optimisations, we obtain a much smaller and compacter program: 
The Non-Grounded Case
So far we have always assumed that all our programs were fully grounded, i.e. all rules have been replaced by their ground instances obtained from substituting all variables with constants appearing in the program. This process of grounding has no influence on the semantics of our programs. Using variables makes the program more compact and readable. All our definitions and theorems remain valid in the presence of variables and a countable Herbrand Universe. However, writing them down in a reader-friendly manner becomes more complicated since at various stages variables have to be renamed to avoid confusion and/or incorrect grounding in future stages. Furthermore, the atoms a r and d r need to be equipped with variables to make sure that only particular groundings are considered for applicability and (c-)defeat.
Let us demonstrate our approach with an example.
Example 19.
Consider the non-grounded OCLP in Figure 3 . Clearly in this example, a(X), b(Y ) and c(Z) can only be alternatives if d(X) is true for some X and if they all have the same substitution. This will be taken into account when obtaining possible future alternatives and possible future (c-)defeaters. This is also reflected in the variables we add to a r and d r . For our program, we obtain:
Complexity
In this section we investigate the complexity and expressive power of our system. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions and definitions in this area. For a succinct but detailed overview we refer to [4] . In [16] , it was shown that ordered choice logic programming is capable of representing extended generalised logic programs (EGLP) 10 while maintaining the answer set semantics as the skeptical answer semantics of the corresponding OCLP. One can prove that the same applies for the credulous answer set semantics, using the same transformation. For EGLP it can be shown that classical negation can easily be removed with the use of a single pre-processor. Therefore, we will assume that all programs are free of classical negation. 
where, for a ∈ B P , not a is a fresh atom 11 representing ¬a.
Intuitively, the choice rules in C force a choice between a and ¬a while the rules in N encode "negation by default". Combining this result with the transformations from the previous section, we obtain a mechanism to go, at any time, from a logic program to an ordered choice logic programs and back without changing the semantics of our programs. All three mappings involved in this process can be executed in polynomial time, which implies that semi-negative and ordered choice logic programming have the same complexity and expressive power as far as their (skeptical/credulous) answer set semantics is concerned. A good overview of complexity and expressive power of logic programming can be found in [14] .
Theorem 6. Let P be an ordered choice logic program:
-Checking if an interpretation M is a skeptical/credulous answer set of P is Pcomplete. 10 Extended generalised logic programs allow both types of negation (classical and as failure) to appear both in the head and body of a rule. negation as failure in the head of rule. See [25] for more information details. 11 For a set X ∈ BP , notX = {nota | a ∈ X}.
-Deciding if P has a skeptical/credulous answer set is NP-complete. 
Relationship to Other Approaches
Various logic (programming) formalisms have been introduced to deal with the notions of preference, order and updates. Ordered choice logic programming uses the intuition of defeating from ordered logic programming (OLP) [22, 24] to select the most favourable alternative of a decision. In fact, every ordered logic program can be transformed into a OCLP such that the answer set semantics reflects the credulous semantics of the OCLP.
Dynamic preference in extended logic programs was introduced in [8] in order to obtain a better suited well-founded semantics. Although preferences are called dynamic they are not dynamic in our sense. Instead of defining a preference relation on subsets of rules, preferences are incorporated as rules in the program. Moreover, a stability criterion may come into play to overrule preference information. Another important difference with our approach is the notion of alternatives, as the corresponding notion in [8] is statically defined.
A totally different approach is proposed in [28] . where preferences are defined between atoms. Given these preferences, one can combine them to obtain preferences for sets of atoms. Defining models in the usual way, the preferences are then used to filter out the less preferred models.
[11] proposes disjunctive ordered logic programs which are similar to ordered logic programs [22] where disjunctive rules are permitted. In [10] , preference in extended disjunctive logic programming is considered. As far as overriding is concerned the technique corresponds to a skeptical version of the OCLP semantics ( [16] ), but alternatives are fixed as an atom and its (classical) negation.
To reason about updates of generalised logic programs, extended logic programs without classical negation, [2] introduces dynamic logic programs. A stable model of such a dynamic logic program is a stable model of the generalised program obtained by removing the rejected rules. The definition of a rejected rule corresponds to our definition of a defeated rule when a and ¬a are considered alternatives. It was shown in [2] , that the stable model semantics and the answer set semantics coincide for generalised logic programs. In Theorem 5 we have demonstrated that extended logic programs without classical negation can be represented as ordered choice logic programs such that the answer set semantics of the extended logic program can be obtained as the answer set semantics of the OCLP. Because rejecting rules corresponds to defeating rules, it is not hard to see that, with some minor changes, Definition 13 can be used to retrieve the stable models of the dynamic logic program as the stable models of the corresponding OCLP. The only things we need to do are to replace the component R by the P i s of the dynamic logic program {P i : i ∈ S}, replace every occurrence of ¬a by not a and add a ⊕ not a ← not a to C for each a ∈ B P .
A similar system is proposed in [19] , where sequences are based on extended logic programs, and defeat is restricted to rules with opposing heads. The semantics is obtained by mapping to a single extended logic program containing expanded rules such that defeated rules become blocked in the interpretation of the "flattened" program.
A slightly different version of Definition 13 can be used to map the sequences of programs of [19] to OCLPs.
In [3] , preferences are added to the dynamic logic program formalism of [2] . These are used to select the most preferred stable models. [29] also proposes a formalism that uses the order among rules to induce an order on answer sets for inconsistent programs, making it unclear on how to represent decisions. Along the same line, [18] proposes logic programs with compiled preferences, where preferences may appear in any part of the rules. For the semantics, [18] maps the program to an extended logic program. [6, 9, 7 ] use yet an other approach. They define preferences between the head atoms of a disjunction. The first head atom is more preferred than the second which is more preferred that the third, etc. So in a sense one can say that these atoms become alternatives. In our approach we define the preferences between the alternatives in separate rules which each conditions of their own. To our opinion this allows for a greater sense of freedom for the programmer. Furthermore, in our system, it is very easy to adapt to changes over time, as decisions can be overruled or defeated. However, one thing has definitely to be said for their approach, they can represent problems in Σ P 2 while our approach is restricted to Σ P 1 . This higher order of complexity is achieved by allowing multiple alternatives to be decided upon without overruling the decision.
Conclusions and Directions for Future Research
In this paper we proposed a mechanism for transforming ordered choice logic programs to semi-negative logic program while preserving, depending on the transformation, the skeptical or credulous answer set semantics. We examined the possible ways in which the proposed theoretical mappings could be made more efficient, when used on top of an answer set solver. On the more theoretical side, these transformations allowed us to study the complexity and the expressiveness of our formalism.
Previously, OCLP was used to describe and to reason about game theory ( [16, 17] ). It was shown that OCLP is an elegant and intuitive mechanism for representing extensive games with perfect information. The Nash and subgame perfect equilibria can easily be obtained as the credulous answer sets of the corresponding programs. To this extent, we used a special class of OCLPs. Combining these special characteristics with the mapping of OCLP to logic programs, we can create a game-theory tailored front-end to answer set solvers.
In [17] , we proposed a multi-agent system where the knowledge and beliefs of the agents is modelled by an OCLP. The agents communicate with each other by sending skeptical/credulous answer sets. The notion of evolutionary fixpoint shows how the various agents reason in order to come to their final conclusions. Having an implementation for OCLP would allow us to implement multi-agent systems and experiment with them in various domains. One possibility would be incorporating this technology into Carel ( [30] ), a multi-agent system for organ and tissue exchange.
In the same domain of multi-agent systems it would be interesting to find out if, with this technique, we could include preferences in the DALI-system ( [13] ). Future research will also focus on using OCLP as a tool in multi-agent institutions [27] to enforce norms and regulations [21] between participating agents.
